Tips to design your
proxy statement and
implement graphics
in Wdesk
Your Message. Understood.
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Creating clear, easy to read
Proxy Statements
Wdesk is a helpful platform for creating SEC disclosures autonomously. It is packed with
many of the familiar features we appreciate from Microsoft Word with the added benefit of
collaboration. But the many features available to users do not always result in the beautiful,
easy-to-read documents that your readers may expected of you.
It’s one thing to understand all the features available to you, along with the intricacies and
quirks. It is something quite different to know what makes a clean, useful document design.
Key Considerations when designing your proxy on Wdesk
yy Be consistent
yy Properly implementing color
yy Selecting a clear font with adequate spacing
yy Clear levels of title
yy Improving document usability
yy Appropriate, carefully selected graphics and charts
yy Clarity in Print
yy Trends in Proxy disclosures
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Using Style Guides
Consistency
Consistency is the key to useful document design - Style Sheets are the
key to consistency.

Before applying any level of design to a
proxy statement, set the style guide
yy If applicable, style guides should follow the
corporate branding or selected design
yy When properly used, an edit to the style guide
will ensure that the edit is adopted consistently
throughout the document.
yy Avoid one off or on the fly style edits wherever
possible
»» Under the ‘Edit’ panel, select the style sheet
drop down menu, then ‘Edit Style Guide’.

www.argyleteam.com
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Style Guide
Import/export feature allows
for style guides to be used
across multiple documents
Start with selecting an
appropriate font, pt size
and color.

Always use the spacing
feature to establish space
before or after. Avoid
hard returns to establish
desired spacing.

Style guides start with a set group of
styles which can be modified or deleted.
New styles can always be added.
Common styles include:
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Levels of title 1-6
Body text
Bulleted list
Footnotes
Graphic titles
Table headers
Callout text

»» Apply styles by highlighting the appropriate text and selecting the style name from the list.
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Applying Color
Selecting the appropriate colors and applying consistently.

Using the hex code color system ensures that color
is properly applied in all circumstances
yy Brand colors can easily be converted with a simple google
search, or by using online tools such as color-hex.com
yy Printers can convert the Hex color back to the appropriate
PMS or CMYK color when going on press.
Example:
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100% PMS 2685

Hex# 4B238D

70% PMS 2685

Hex# 8065AF

40% PMS 2685

Hex# B7A7D1

»» MS Word and
Powerpoint
have a color
picker/eyedropper
function making it
easy to identify the
correct color from
logos and other
marketing pieces.
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Typography
Clean fonts and open line spacing are two of the simplest ways to modernize a
document design.
Before

After
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Compatible Fonts
Move beyond Times New Roman and Arial to create a feel that is aligned with branding.

Wdesk has a broad range
of supported fonts to
choose from
yy Consider selecting fonts with
multiple weights (indicated by
an asterisk).
yy Enables greater distinction
when creating levels of title
yy Consider using two separate
fonts for heading and
body text
yy Make sure the selected
font for tables has
aligning numbers
yy Contact your Wdesk Rep to
have select fonts activated on
your account
»» https://success.workiva.
com/help/Wdesk/wdeskresources/supported-fonts
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Levels of Title
Preparing a document with intentional and distinctive levels of title allows readers to
effectively locate the information in which they are most interested.

Clear document hierarchy
enables effective
communication
yy Readers navigate content
based upon the major
sections within any large
text document
yy Establishing the levels of title
up front allow clear outline of
document architecture
yy Creating a “cheat sheet”
allows for simple and
consistent adoption of
titles throughout the
drafting process
yy Successful implementation of
hierarchy requires the use of
style guides
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Table of Contents
The table of contents is the most highly referred to section within any text
intensive document.

TOCs should be useful and to any
extent possible, interactive
yy All primary and secondary levels of
title should be included in the Table
of Contents.
yy Using a secondary color allows for
distinction between the major sections.
yy In Wdesk, break the document into
sub/sections in order to benefit from
internal links.

»» Select the content that you
want to link, right click.
Select the appropriate
section or subsection to link
to, click ‘Apply Hyperlink’.
»» In order to link to another
section in the document,
it must be in its own
sub/section.
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Document Navigation Tools
Applying headers and footers throughout the document enables readers to locate
specific content
Header

yy Setting headers and footers on the exterior
margin help readers flip through pages
quickly when the document is printed
yy It is important to set all section
breaks and necessary blanks prior
to implementing.
yy Headers should always refer to
the major heading of the section
(eg - Corporate Governance Matters,
Executive Compensation)
yy Consider alternating footers with company
name and document name/URL on
alternating even/odd pages
yy Alternating headers can be tricky - we
suggest implementing when the majority of
drafting/edits have been completed
yy Carefully QC your headers/footer before
printing to ensure they are falling on the
proper side of the page and not into the
margin of the printed book.

Footer
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Applying Design to
Compensation Tables
Using tables in Wdesk supports clean presentation of information and graphics

Make tables easy to read and more useful by applying
simple design technics
yy Use a secondary color to highlight the column headings, as well as
the respective names
yy Well defined rules between each of the rows allows for the reader to
easily follow the content
yy Consider using a color or bold line between the major rows for
added distinction
yy Set dollar signs in their own columns to ensure alignment
yy Be sure to select a font with aligning figured from row to row
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Implementing Graphics
Using graphics can be an effective way to communicate a complex subject and capture
your reader’s attention. The following guidelines will help you successfully apply graphics to
your Wdesk document.
Do’s and do not’s of using graphics in Wdesk
Do’s

Do not’s

%% Create a table and insert the graphic into a cell
that has been adjusted to the appropriate size

×× Create a full page graphic filled with useful
content (graphics are not searchable)

%% Output your graphics in RGB

×× Take up valuable real estate with
oversized images

%% Try to use the highest resolution image you can
find, keeping in mind that printing requires 300dpi
to be high resolution
%% Try to keep as much material information in text
format to ensure searchability and compliance
with SEC guidance
%% Apply justification consistently so all graphics
align when on EDGAR

×× Include the graphic title within the image
×× Use a screenshot of an image
×× Use CMYK or lo resolution images
×× Disproportionally resize an image
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Using Tables for Graphics
Using tables in Wdesk supports clean presentation of information and graphics

As a heading
As a callout box
yy Highlight important information
you want the reader see.

As director bios
yy Inserting an image inside a
table cell will restrict the size of
the image.
yy Use this method to ensure
consistency across placed
images that may be
different sizes.

As a design element
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Using tables and images together allow for optimal usability

»» Libbey Co. - Elements
of Compensation

»» Mastercard - Director Bios
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Placing Graphics
Investors have come to expect certain graphics - these tips will ensure the best result

yy Graphics are intended to be useful and tell a story - keep them simple
yy Use colors and branding consistently
yy For optimal Wdesk compatibility, always export/save graphics in RGB (Hex Color) from the native software
yy CMYK or PMS colors will appear fuzzy, even though the original graphic is crisp
yy Printers can convert the colors back to the proper printing specifications before going to press.
yy Always prepare graphics in the proper size (as in text width on the page) or larger
yy If you want a graphic to sit on the page in a certain way, and resizing the image is not helping, try placing
in a table
yy Be sure to justify your image, even if it does not move in the editor. This will impact the
EDGAR presentation.
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Need Help?
Argyle is a creative communications firm offering award-winning
advisory, design, graphic and print services for investor
communication materials including proxy statements and 10-Ks.
As a certified Workiva Partner, we help companies design, prepare
and maintain stylized documents natively on Wdesk. We work
closely with your Workiva CSM and internal teams to support your
document upload, design implementation and maintenance, and
added support throughout the document production process.
We’d be happy to speak with you regarding your next
Wdesk document.

Prepared by www.argyleteam.com

info@argyleteam.com

About Argyle
We are a creative communications firm offering
end-to-end, in-house execution capabilities.
Our experienced and passionate team is
composed of attorneys, designers, project
managers, thinkers and web developers. We
collaborate together around a process that
encompasses drafting, editing, designing and
publishing across all digital and print channels.
We are thrilled that communications prepared
by Argyle have contributed to trustful
relationships between our clients and their
readers, whether investors, employees or
other stakeholders.
In turn, our commitment to our clients has
resulted in meaningful long-term relationships
with some of the most respected public and
private companies in the world.
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